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Bacteriocins: Ecology and EvolutionSpringer, 2006
Microbes produce an extraordinary array of defense systems. These include bacteriocins, a class of antimicrobial molecules with narrow killing spectra, produced by bacteria. The book describes the diversity and ecological role of bacteriocins of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, presenting a new classification scheme for the former and a...
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Smart Polymers and their Applications (Woodhead Publishing in Materials)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	Smart polymers are polymers that respond to different stimuli or changes in the environment. Smart Polymers and their Applications reviews the types, synthesis, properties, and applications of smart polymers.


	Chapters in part one focus on types of polymers, including temperature-, pH-, photo-, and enzyme-responsive polymers....
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FXRuby: Create Lean and Mean GUIs with RubyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
FXRuby is a highly object-oriented toolkit for building lean, mean, cross-platform graphical user interfaces in Ruby. Since its initial release in 2001, FXRuby has become one of the most popular GUI choices for Ruby developers. This book is your best resource for rapidly learning how to develop powerful, sophisticated GUIs in your favorite...
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Bioactive Molecules in Food (Reference Series in Phytochemistry)Springer, 2019

	
		This reference work provides comprehensive information about the bioactive molecules presented in our daily food and their effect on the physical and mental state of our body. Although the concept of functional food is new, the consumption of selected food to attain a specific effect existed already in ancient civilizations, namely...
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DNA Computing: 8th International Workshop on DNA Based Computers, DNA8, Sapporo, Japan, June 10-13, 2002, Revised PapersSpringer, 2003
Biomolecular computing has emerged as an interdisciplinary field that draws together chemistry, computer science, mathematics, molecular biology, and physics. Our knowledge on DNA nanotechnology and biomolecular computing increases exponentially with every passing year. The international meeting on DNA Based Computers has been a forum where...
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Intellectual Property Rights in Agricultural Biotechnology (Biotechnology in Agriculture Series)CABI Publishing, 1998
The successful application of biotechnology tools has had and is having dramatic effects in some areas of agriculture. These effects are being felt throughout the world in academic, government and industrial communities. The result is the rapid development of a multi-million dollar industry. This work has been going on for more than two decades...
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Understanding BiotechnologyPrentice Hall, 2003
An objective, thorough, and accessible introduction to biotechnology.

Biotechnology will have an increasingly profound impact on human health, agriculture, the environment, and society itself. Understanding Biotechnology offers an introduction to biotechnology that is balanced, accurate, current, thorough,...
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Bioinformatics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Search databases and analyze sequences like a pro
    

    Get the most out of your PC and the Web with the right tools    

    Explore the human genome and analyze DNA — without leaving your desktop! All it takes is the basics of molecular biology and the wealth of information in this friendly guide. You'll discover the...
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Decision Science in Action: Theory and Applications of Modern Decision Analytic Optimisation (Asset Analytics)Springer, 2018

	
		This book provides essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization techniques with a view to solving real-world problems. Many of these problems can be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems, but due to their complex nature, it is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory....
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Metaheuristics: Progress in Complex Systems Optimization (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2007
Metaheuristics has grown and continues to grow steadily. Seen both from the technical point of view and from the application-oriented side, these optimization tools have established their value in a remarkable story of success. Researchers have demonstrated the ability of these methods to solve hard combinatorial problems of practical sizes within...
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Handbook of Instrumental Techniques for Analytical ChemistryPrentice Hall, 1997
Chemical Analysis is not just for analytical chemists!
 Scientists, engineers, and technicians in a variety of fields often need information from chemical analyses in their work. Many professional chemists also require information from techniques outside their area of specialization.  

 With this handbook, these users can find...
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Knowledge of Life Today: Conversations on Biology (Jean Gayon interviewed by Victor Petit) (Interdisciplinarity, Science and Humanities)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Knowledge of Life Today presents the thoughts of Jean Gayon, a major philosopher of science in France who is recognized across the Atlantic, especially for his work in philosophy and the history of life sciences. The book is structured around Gayon's personal answers to questions put forward by Victor Petit. This approach...
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